
Behind the scenes and on the job with an award-winning photojournalist
words Desiree Koh  photos Neo Xiaobin and Tharm Sook Wai
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A Day In the Life of

Neo Xiaobin
Photojournalist 

It’s All In The Bag
No matter where she goes on 
assignment, photojournalist 
Neo Xiaobin brings a complete 
set of Canon cameras, lenses 
and flashes with her
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Equipped For Action
Neo has all her gear within 
easy reach while shooting
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A
figure laden with a backpack, a bulging camera bag and toting 

a Canon EOS 1D Mark IV weaves in and out of a group of 

guests-of-honour and their entourage visiting the Caterpillar 

Cove child care centre in Singapore, stealthily shooting images 

of the VIPs and kids, pausing to look for the next moment to 

capture, climbing up on a stool to get a necessary angle, jostling 

with other photographers so as not to miss a shot.

Photojournalism is a male-dominated world, but award-

winning photographer for The Straits Times, Neo Xiaobin, 

pulls her weight – that would be the afore-mentioned  

Canon EOS 1D Mark IV body; a slew of EF16-33mm f/2.8,    

EF24-70mm f/2.8 and EF70-200mm f/2.8 lenses; and a 

Speedlite 580EX II flash that she carries to all assignments, 

which on a good day weighs in at 10 kilogrammes – among 

the best of them. Typically seen as a man’s job because of all 

the equipment needed – in addition to her Canon gear, Neo 

also brings a pair of wireless flash triggers and a 14-inch laptop 

everywhere – and the adventurous nature of the profession, 

the number of female photojournalists is, however, increasing 

with women now making up one-third of The Straits Times 

photo desk.

“We do the same things as the guys – we don’t think that 

because we’re girls, we don’t get to do certain things,” Neo is 

quick to point out. “We have to carry the same stuff. We are 

expected to deliver on all the assignments. We don’t get leeway 

because we are female.”

The only difference might be that in more traditional 

societies, female photojournalists get better access to covering 

women’s issues. Last year, Neo shot a story on breast cancer, 

and believes that her subjects would have been less comfortable 

or even resistant to opening up to a male colleague.

“But (gaining access to certain stories is) the main 

challenge for all of us, guys or girls, and not just girls alone,” 

Neo adds. 

Neo realised that she wanted to focus on photojournalism 

during her third year at Nanyang Technological University, 

and considers herself a “late bloomer” because she discovered 

her interest in visual communications only then.

“When I read or look at anything, the visuals are what 

attract me the most,” says Neo. She describes this as the 

moment “you open the newspapers and the first thing you look 

for are the pictures.”

In her photojournalism module, Neo learned the 

technical skills of using a camera, starting out just like any 

other photographer.

“It used to scare me,” she says. “When they taught us about 

apertures and shutter speeds in school, it was all just numbers 

and I was never good at it. But practice makes perfect and if 

you don’t fear it and you get past it, it’s not that fearful.” After 

four years in the business, Neo has proven her mettle by what 

she’s amassed on her mantle: a Society of Publishers in Asia 

award for Excellence in Feature Photography, a silver award for 

Best in Photojournalism (Feature Photography) at the WAN-

IFRA Asia Media Awards, four in-house Feature Picture of 

the Month and one Feature Story of the Month at The Straits 

Times, and a nomination for Singapore Press Holdings’ Young 

Journalist of the Year.

The Straits Times photographers work off a roster system, 

and each receives their assignments the evening before a 

scheduled day of work. The “jobs” are accompanied by briefs 

and in a perfect situation, the reporters share lines from their 

stories to guide the photographers on the specific shots to focus 

on. If she has time to prepare for feature and profile stories, 

Neo goes through the photo desk archives to ensure she doesn’t 

shoot subjects who have previously been covered the same way, 

sometimes storyboarding the shoot in one of the two notebooks 

she always carries (the other is for reporting). 

The reality is that Neo is typically on the fly from one 

assignment to another with all her equipment in tow, sometimes 

stopping only to quickly select, edit and send breaking news 

images back to the newsroom wherever she can find a place to 

set up her laptop, arriving at the next story only to find that 

undesirable lighting and other uncontrollable factors mean she 

can’t shoot it the way she had envisioned.

“You just end up having to go with the flow a lot of the 

time and adapt to different situations,” says Neo. “But the 

nicest stuff actually comes unexpected.” This is why sports 

photography and anything spontaneous are Neo’s favourite 

assignments to cover. “It gets the adrenaline really pumping 

because you don’t know what’s going to happen,” she says. 
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Complete Coverage
Always looking out 
for news angles to 
tell a complete story
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“The excitement comes from being able to get the moment, 

and getting it when it happens.”

Child’s Play
The day with Neo begins at the child care centre, where a new 

Chinese language curriculum is being launched in a lecture 

room, as guests of honour deliver their speeches in a space 

dimly lit with white light.

One key skill Neo had to literally learn on the job was 

using the flash, a tool documentary photographers try to avoid 

as they prefer capturing their subjects in a natural setting. 

However, “in newspaper photography, time is a luxury,” says 

Neo. “You end up with a 15-minute or half-hour period to 

make all your pictures, and you can’t bring (your subjects to an 

ideal location).” The flash helps photojournalists get the best 

pictures at a specific place at a certain point in time. From the 

lecture room to the child care centre, Neo uses a fill-in flash 

to counter a very strong backlight to ensure the faces she is 

profiling do not turn out too dark, especially since sunlight is 

streaming into interiors which aren’t bright enough.

Publicists who often try to establish photo opportunities 

at events can prove to be challenging, because photojournalists 

much prefer catching candid moments that show the subjects 

in more natural perspectives. Although Neo does not rule out 

shooting these “bread and butter” shots – as a responsible 

journalist, all angles of a story have to be covered even if they 

may not make the cut – she never stops searching for the 

pictures that contain much more interesting elements that 

better engage the reader or viewer.

As soon as Neo is done jostling with other photojournalists 

and event photographers clustered around photo “opps” of the 

VIPs interacting with the children – “in the past, I was shy 

and I didn’t dare to jostle... but then I’m getting pushed, so 

you need to learn to know your space and be prepared and if 

you need to jostle, jostle” – she immediately goes around the 

centre capturing children at play and lessons. Smiling and 

easily winning their trust, the kids relax even as Neo circles 

them while shooting away, sometimes posing and beaming for 

experience
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Editors’ Picks
Candid shots of kids in their element, 

instead of staged poses
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The Making Of: 
Child Care Assignment

Creative positioning to capture 
kids who are never still
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her and doing... well, doing the darndest things that kids do. 

Eventually, the picture that made the paper was one from this 

portion of the assignment.

“With all the media around, the kids were scared,” says 

Neo. “When the kids were playing naturally, they were just 

kids being kids. That’s more real, and it’s more fun to shoot 

something where you don’t know what’s going to happen.” 

shoPPing sPree
Neo doesn’t leave the child care centre until all the guests-of-

honour have, in case an unexpected story angle arises.

“Other photographers are not bounded by stories – they 

can shoot whatever is visually interesting,” she says. “We can’t 

just say that you’ve got it, and rest.”

There is no stopping for lunch – she prefers to head off to 

the next assignment and get there early to scope the scene for 

how she is going to shoot the story. If she has time, she will set 

her laptop up and start editing pictures for filing.

The next job is another “straightforward” event, at which 

a woman on a weight loss programme is shown by a dietitian 

how to interpret nutrition labels in a supermarket. Again, the 

lighting was not ideal and Neo had to use her fill-in flash, while 

dealing with the fact that “I don’t like shooting interiors,” 

which she finds “boring.” She immediately goes into problem-

solving mode, which is to make the best of the environment she 

has to work within. She takes advantage of the colours around 

the supermarket, and since Neo has a choice of where to place 

her subject, she leads her over to the produce section where the 

hues are more vibrant. Because the shot was set 

up in this manner, Neo tells the woman to 

relax and do whatever she wants to do – not 

directing her to stand or position her hands a 

certain way, for instance – so the picture would 

not look staged. While shooting, Neo is looking 

for moments where her subject starts forgetting 

she is posing for a picture and behaving more 

naturally, with body language that tells a more 

accurate story.

What’s Cooking?
Neo’s next assignment is to get profile shots of 

Le Saint Julien chef and owner Julien Bompard 

“You re-wire yourself 
when you reach your next 
assignment: What’s this 

about? What do I need to do? 
What’s the light like? You 
have to be responsible for 

what you shoot”
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The Making Of: Supermarket Assignment
Seeking out colourful backdrops to
offset dim lighting

Editors’ Pick

Capturing the essence of the 

story without losing colour
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at his restaurant by Singapore’s Fullerton Bay to accompany an 

interview about an award he had won. This is where Neo has the 

most fun, with several settings to play with. Because this is slated 

to be a cover story, Neo’s job is to give her editor a variety of shots 

that aren’t “boring, predictable or nomal” to choose from, while 

thinking about colours so that the image will “pop” from the 

newspaper.

“It’s a lot of proposing, and that needs time,” says Neo. 

Since she always aims to capture her subjects in ways they have 

never been portrayed before, she wanders from Chef Bompard’s 

kitchen and across his restaurant planning her shooting strategy 

– during his interview with the reporter, Neo’s eye continues to 

search the surroundings, and she occasionally sketches ideas 

out in her notebook. Beginning in the kitchen, Neo is her own 

stylist. After taking meter readings, she has a sous chef hold 

up a remote flash – “Tall is good, holds the light better!” – and 

looks for accessories, such as wine glasses and trophies, to 

complete the picture. Neo has an easygoing, endearing rapport 

with the chef, pre-empting every click with “Smile! Haha!” a 

silly little trick she uses to put her subjects at ease. After the 

interview, Neo continues to shoot, because she now has a better 

idea of where the story is going. She has Chef Bompard seated 

at a table in his restaurant and in action, through his kitchen 

window. To follow Neo’s thought process is to listen in on the 

directions she’s giving to the chef:

“I want to see them working. Is it OK if I  

tell them where to stand? Can I move them?”

“Be like Superman. It’s your kitchen.”

“Let’s have you holding up a pot.”

“I need you all the way here so I can get more 

red in.”

“Smile! Haha!”

“You can’t rely on the 
camera to do your work for 
you, and you really need  

to think”
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Making Pictures “Pop”
Eye-catching colour and action made these nominees 
for publication
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The Making Of: Chef Assignment
Bringing Chef Bompard’s personality to life
in his kitchen and restaurant



And after bringing Chef Bompard to his knees for a 

shot on the ground with his cookbook, Neo helps him up 

and exclaims happily, “Thank you, Chef!”

6:39
6:39  is an everyday feature in The Straits Times that showcases 

images by its photojournalists taken around 6.39 pm, their 

opportunity to be more creative and shoot in a way that is a 

complete departure from news assignments. Although it can 

be frustrating because the photographer has to look for the 

shot and switch from reporter to artist mode, it’s “sometimes 

fun to not plan,” says Neo.

“You’ll have to think visually, “Where should I go?’” 

Neo says. “And you might end up not getting anything.”

Leaving the Le Saint Julien shoot in the late afternoon, 

Neo really likes the golden light that silhouetted a construction 

worker on a crane by Singapore’s Esplanade area, framed by 

the branches of a tree, and spends a few minutes shooting 
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Editors’ Pick
(Above) The unexpected shot, taken on instinct 
from a moving car, makes the cut
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The Making Of: 6:39 Assignment
Turning from photojournalist to artist, 
Neo scouts for visuals that look good

 ISO400 f/2.8 t1/2500sec
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the scene. However, it is the image (see left) of two men on a 

motorcycle in the reflection of a car mirror that was eventually 

selected, a spur-of-the-moment, fleeting photograph Neo takes 

from the passenger seat while leaving downtown. This turns 

out to be her final shot for the day.

Putting the Camera doWn
Despite starting at 9.00 am and ending close to 8.00 pm in the 

newsroom, because Neo stops in on her way home to download 

her work, she doesn’t seem to think it was a very full day at all.

“I break every assignment down, so a new assignment is 

like a new challenge with new things to think about,” she says. 

“I’m never tired when I’m shooting, because I like what I’m 

doing and it doesn’t get to me in fatigue or focus.”

For Neo, chasing the story is always a fun race, and exactly 

why she’s chosen to be a photojournalist.  

In The Newsroom
Putting the lens cap on doesn’t mean 
switching off. Neo finishes her day 
in the newsroom downloading her 
assignments for the editors
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“We tell stories through  
our pictures. It has to tally  

with whatever story the  
reporter is writing”  

Photojournalist Plays Editor
Neo takes thousands of images 
each day, and chooses the best 
for submission to the photo desk


